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INFLUENCES ON TARGET IRRADIATION SYMMETRY
IN C02 LASER-FUSION EXPERIMENTS

Robert L. Carman
University of California
Los Alamns National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Lasers are a source of focusable, but lim ted energy.

As such, the

achilwement ot thermrmllclear hurll in laser pe’ lets requires compression
of th~ fli(”l
to - 104 t.iml’<norm(ll dersity, wh le simultdneousl.y heatinq

to eject hot electrons from the plasrr,a.1 These plasma waves are also
responsible

for the efficient production of visible and uv harmonics of

the C02 laser.1

Because of this Intimate connection between

resonance absorption, hot electron generation, and high harmonic
production, we will find it useful to use the harmonic response of the
plasma as a treans for studying the uniformity of energy deposition as
well as for studying hot electron generation in C02 laser-produced
plasmas.
In 1977, the efficiency for producing harmonics of the incident
irradiation during laser fusion experiments was studied, both at the
Naval Research Laborator-y4 and at the Nation,~l R~search Councils
using M:qlass

and C02 lasers, respectively.

In Fig. 1, W[Y show a

compilation of this data which was purposely taken at the same value of
16
the p,)rameter 1~2 = 1[1 W l,m2/en?, Note the similarity

in

~JPhdv~Or, as well as the - 6-fold drop illh,lrkrcat,terrdharmonic liqht
with t’achincrea$e In the orctur of tht:harmonic qent:r,lt[)d
h,yhot.h
ldsers.

Also, the$t?rnsults conformpd with what. is rxp~’rt{’dtnr thl’

nof)lif)~’llr
optichl respon~~ from studi[”; of rond(’nst~(l
m(’(lla,
, 111’,IJI’
A vt~r,ydiff(’r(~l}t
nnnl inear respons~ WII%ohst~rv(vlin Coq
produr[?d plflsma% whr?n th~ incident int~nsit,ywas incr~,~s~d. ThP two
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the entire spectrum in bGth cases. Furthermore, neither of these spectra
were obtained in the backward direction.

Instead, the Gemini spectrum

was obtained with the direction of observation of the spectrograph being
in the horizontal plane of the incident laser focusing parabola and 105”
around from the laser optic axis.

The Helios spectrum was obtained with

the direction of observation being in the plane of one of the axes of the
laser focusing parabolas and - 30° around from this laser beam optic
axis.

Since these data were taken, several other observation directions

have been employed with no substantial variation in efficiency bring
noted,

However, there were enough variables trrprecluclp any quantitative?

comparison to construct an anglllar clistributir~n.
Numerical simulations

wprc cfirried out h,y D, Forslund and ,],

Kindel, which showmi that under eaililil)rlumconditinr~s, th~ nmnl)~~ of
harmonics prociuct?dwas related tn tll(~
riwlsity N

N

Ilppor

- n

“

N ~,lti I

(( ’(),,) ,

upp~~r

of t,ht~upmr

sh(~lf

density of the lower shelf until they turn, while N,Lwer (C02) from tile same simulations,l

0.1 Ncrlt

implying that very little

dispersion exists in this region of space.

Thus, Cq. (1) is analogous to

the usual concept of phase matching.
Additional Gemini data indicates that at an incident laser intensity

15 W/cm2 up to 42 harmonics are produced at high

0fI=2,3xlo
efficiency. 6

1022 e/cm3,

This data implies that Nupp~r is as high as 1-2 x
If we assume that profile modification,

associated with

radiation pressure balancing hydrodynamic expansion, dictates the value
of N

upper’

we can develop a model which predicts the nlunber of

harmonics n versus plasma parameters.

First, the balance condition

;S

given by

(?)

(,?)

..4’

We, therefore, conclude that either the local laser intensity is higher
than the spatially averaged laser intensity, possibly because of
self-focusing, or that the upper shelf density is not correctly predicted
by the balance conclition cf Eq. 12).

The experimental situation actually

lends some support to both arguments, as we shall see below.
Evidence for Self-Focusing and Laser Filamentation
Over the last *year, self-focusing

and laser filamentation has been

reported by the Naval Researach Lab using a Nd:qlass laser,

7

while self-

focusing was reported by the National Research Council using a C02
laser.a

While both of these experiments were carried out under

conditions where the plasma scale heights were much larger than would be
expected under our experimental conditions, we can use a simple
phenomennlogical model of self-focusing to scale from these results to
nllr conditions,

in an attempt to apprais~

f s:lf-focusing chould be

t?!(pectf?d.Also, we can more closely examine our data to look for some
f+yporinlpnt(~l

wirtilnct?.

lhis mo(fIJlwas first usPd IJ,Y
P. KP11(’,Y9and dmploys thr concept of’
a crit,icdl Ijnw[lrf’nrslllf-t(~cusinq,
14tl,yl(’iqtl
r[]l)gt’
;,l, I.111 l)f~wll
wi 11 d(IIIIJ

(4)

col Illpsf’
to a (1

(5)
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An

=n-n=n

change,

~2=
o

2

32fin2 I
c

, is the maximum refractive index

I is the spatially averaged incident laser intensity estimated as

25;~of I
= (1peak’ ‘o
plasma frequency.

U~/U2)l/2, and~p

is the electron

For the case of a spatially structured beam, the

diameter d becomes the scale of the spatial structure in both Eqs. (41
and (5).

By equating these two expressions, we arrive at the condition

which defines which effect dominates, namely the condition for
diffractionless

propagation in terms of a critical pcwer,

(6)

From the previous C02 laser self-focusing experiment,8 we can
estimate P

crit

=

108 w.

If we further assert that the nonlinear

coefficient n* is not implicitly wavelength-dependent,
106 W should apply for the Nd: glass laser results.7
are consistent with both results as reported.

then Pcrit =

These estimat~s

Ifwenow

combine Eq. (5)

and (6), we arrive at a scaling law for 7SF in terms of Pcrit
assuming similar plasma conditions, namely

(7)
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In our experiments,

the laser beams are focused with f/2.4 optics,

which, for a diffraction-limited

Because our

beam implies d = 62 Bm.

measured half-energy diameter for the focused beams is d = 85 pm, we need
not be concerned about which d we choose for our estimates.
‘ists ‘SF

Table I

for two different values of d, namely 50 pm and 100 ~m, as a

function of incident intensity I.

Because our laser pulses rise in - 200

ps to the r peak intensity, while an expansion velocity v

exp

-2x

107 cm/s

s reasonable, we would expect our plasma scale height to be

- 40 Pm.

Therefore, we should expect self-focusing to be important for I

-1015

W/cm2.

We noted, in the Gemini experiment, that the number of

harmonics produced for 2-3 x

10 14 < I <1015

twice as few as for I > 1015 W/cm2.

W/cm2 was typically

This tends to support the

estimate above for when self-focusing may be occurring while indicating
that the intensity in the self-focused region was approximately four
times enhanced over the spatially-averaged
intensity.
In this same series of Gemini experiments, more direct evidence for
somethirlg happer,ing at I > 1015 W/cm7 was obtained by the x-ray
pinhole cameras.

These cameras were located directly above the laser

axis at an angle of - 45°.

The targets were carbon wires of 750-l,m-diam,

and their axes were olhiented vertically.
to transmit principally

1-2! keV x-rays.

The pinhole cam~ra was filt~r~d
The pinhole actually was a

doublet consisting of a 25 ~m and a 50 ~m hole separated by 1 mm.
resulting photographs are shown In Fig. 3, with incidmt
as a parameter.

emission

region

Iasw

The

intensity

~ ~ ~olfi W/cmp, WP observe a smooth
For i = 1
.-~
of c

150-:lm-diam.

For the sam~ filtration and 1 . 1.4 x

‘ W/err?, the emission region is approximately the sam~ size, !~ut.
1015
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highly structured.

Actually, the structure is unresolved, being limited

by the 25-um-diam of the smallest pinhole.

Ilowever, further increases in

intensity cast some doubt on the uniqueness of this interpretation, s~nce
the x-ray emission region is seen to expand in size and elongate in the
direction of the axis of the carbon wires, suggesting that surface
currents combined with possible current pinching might explain the small
size of the x-ray emitting regions.

Possibly, the truth is that both

effects are contributing.

In earlier work carried out at Gemini, 10 it was noted that the
angular distribution of electrons switched from being fairly smocth to
cne with much angular structure for I > 10

15

W/cm2,

Similar results

have been obtained more recently when the angular distributiorl of fast

.11 . However, due to the sensitivity of

ions was investigated at Gemini

ions to local magnetic fields, these ion results have less possible
bearing than the electron results.

Also, while these observations could

be explained by the presence of self-focusing,

they too are not a

verification.
Recent results obtained at the Helios laser facility, whrr(+ hiqhpr
laser intensities are available, provide more indirect evidence for both
self-focusing as well as laser filamentation.
resolution spectrum of the

In Fig. 4, WP show a hiqh

16th harmonic light produced by irrariiatinq [1

hollow nickel sphere of 250-um-diam with I -

1.5 x 1016 Wkli.

Similar spectra have been obtained for the 16th through the ?Oth
harmonics.

These spectra were obtained using a

I.O-m McPhwsor]

spectrograph equtpped with a 12U0-llne/nwn grating blazed for 500 nm.

-1-1-

Tl]o

demonstrated spectral resolution was < 0.75 cm

-1

.

The relay lens

system was purposely defocused so as to spatially average the harmonic
light at the entrance slit, thus removing much of the alignment
difficulties.

Note that two different frequency modulations

The high-frequency modulation

are present.

is very uniform and has a spacing of 1.8

-1
0.05 cm
across the entire spectrum.

The low-frequency modulation

le~s uniform and has an average spacing of - 9 cm

●

is

-1 . Finally, the

center of the spectrum is located at the expected 16th harmonic of the
P(20) transition in the 10 ~m band o“ the C02 laser to an accuracy of
- 1 cm-l.
While this spectrum could be exp” ained by Doppler shifts from a
moving mirror corresponding

to a mot on of the plasma critical surface,

an average velocity of nearly

109 cm/s would be required.

The motion

would have to be an undulation rather than a smooth translation in order
to induce two separate modulations.
ordw

Therefore, even for times of the

of 100 ps, the critical surface \lould have to travel several target

diameters unner these conditions.

Furthermore, because no net center

frequency shift i< observed, the critical surface must move syrunetrically
outward and ttl~n itlwardlor vic~ vwstl in ~xactl.y thp same way.
requirements

scum

readily explain~d,
occurred.

17

implausihleo

On thr othpr hand, the sp~ct.rlm can h(I

if s[~lf-focusinq and s~lf-phas~ mnd~;lat.iorl
had

The Hrlios oscillator

is known to op~rat~? typically 011

three or follrrotation,ll lines in th(y 10 IImhand simultanmuslyq
P(16), P(lH),

Th~’st~

namrly

P(7!)), and 1’(77). More than half of thu output t?n[ngy is

obtained in the P(?(l) tr,]n’,ition. The avwag[’ spacing of thes~
transitior]s is 1.79

Cm-],

-!l-

while the pressure broadened linewidth of each transition is - 0.3 cm-L.
We believe that the - 150 separate lines seen in Fig. 4 are due to
frequency sideband generation,

13

where

‘1+W2=U3+W4”

In tflis process

WI

and

L,J2

could be any pair of laser output lines

while, in general, U3 and/or U4 would be new frequencies.

By

9
choosing all possible combinations of initialAfrequencies we cdfl increase
the number to 3q–2 final frequencies.

If we now repeat this process two

to three more times, again taking all possible pairings, we can easily
arrive at the required number of lines.

Now in order to have this

infrared spectrum produce a 16th harmonic spectrum containing the
ohserved high-frequency modulation , we perform a sum fr-equency mixinq
where the various combinations of 16 lines are used.
The importance of this interpretation of the hioh-freq;iencv
modulation

in Fig. 4 is that it provides for a strong argument for the

presence of self-focusing.

Frequency sideband generation is identical to

nondeqenerate four-wave mixing (NDFWM),
which displays little dispersion

However, in a nonlinear medium

in the nonlinearity,

the

pr~srnc(~

of

NDFWM implies the existence of degenerate four-wave m xinq (DFwM) or, ill
r)ther words, the same process indicated by tq. (8) bu( whrre all the
frequencies are the same.

14

To understand this, WP first mu~t

recognize that a similar momentum equation must also be satisfiwl along
with Eq. (8), n,unely

In the DFWF!process, the four frequencies an
k-vectors are noncollinear.
sideband generation.

ideiltical, but the

In other words, we are talking about spatial

In earlier work,14 it was shown that this

scattering process is the fundamental scattering process associated with
self-focusing.

Thus, the presence of NDFWf@ suggests that DFWM is
The fact that multiple

occurring on the P(20) light.

iterations of NDFWM

is required to explain the large number of frequency sidebands further
suggests that multiple iterations of DFWM has occurred, which implies
that the beam has self-focused.14
There is a further consequence to the existence of self-focusing.
we recall that the uniphase contours are normal to the light
trajectories, we can view se!f-focusinq

as a chanqe in the phase 1~= the

light which is caused by the nnnline~r int~raction.

Recalling that thr

Dhase of a light wave is qiven by

;.;

d=

- +,

#d

ul,,-—-.,hlat

self-phaw

mn~llllat
ion,

and it

“(l
()

k.)
1.

111
..-.
At “

shnul(i occur sillllllt,~rlr(~llslv
with self-

fncusinq Utll[!%’,
thp p~ttl throuuh thr nnnllnr(lr m(vlium is too short,

If

the region usually referred to as the laser filament. 12
the theory for self-phase modulation,
separation

15

According to

the average frequency

In the modulated spectrum, typified by those of Fig. 5,

12

corresponds to the inverse duration of the light con: .lined in the
filament.

Applying this interpretation to the slowly-varying modulation

observed in Fig. 4, we conclude that the light is trapped in the filament
for - 1.6 pS.

Since the filament exists in the subcritical density

plasma, where PIC simulations

predict the density N = 0.1 Ncri+, we

can convert the trapping time to a spatial e~tent for the filament.

If

the lignt in the f’ilament is a traveling wave, the above udration
corresponds to a ‘i~ament of S00 UP length.

13rItbe other hand, the light

must oe reflected from the critical surface, th:ls allowin~ for the
possibility that the light trapped in the filarent is really a stan’clina
wave.

This would reduce the lenqth of the filament to ?5n UITI,
or the

7
same spatial extend oi~~.ervedh~ NRL .

Since tile lsna!h of the filament

is d~pendent princil~all.y01 linear and nonlint?ar intensit.v changes, it
wnllid not k.e tOCIsurprising if this lenrth

10 MmIInder the Ieported conditions.

wa<

the sam~’ a! Poth 1 Um and

The plausibility that tl,e Iig+t i~

a standing wave is further im~rovcd when it is real ize~ith~t th~ sam~
nonlinearity responsible for self-focusinq,

laser fl lamentation

and self-

phase modulation ca!l dlso be responsible for another effect LallPd phds}’
conjugation,

16 where an incident beam of light can bP caused to exactly

reverse its direction despite the fact that the plasma critical surfactl
is not normal to the average incident k-vector for tho Iiuht WJVP.

-]?.

While it is clear that more direct methods for verifying the
e,tistence of self-focusing, self-phase modulation, and laser tilamentation
m~st be employed, there is a growing body of indirect evidence or effects
easily explained by these laser-light non~inearities.

We shall have more

to say about this in the conclusion section.
Transient Plasma Density Effects
.—
While the above discussion on laser self-action seems to explain
several observations, there does appear to be an alternative explanation
for the harmonic d~ta taken on the Gemini laser facility.
validity of Eq. (1) seems essential,
N

upper

(2).

be seif-consistently

Whil? tl~e

it is not necessary to require that

determined by the balance condition of Fq.

An ultrafast Imacon 675 ~isible streak camera has b~~n

used

on

recent Gemini experiments to examine th~ temporal aspects of tnv hiah
harmnnic emission. 17

The data clearly shows that the visiblt~ h,l~-:l,,l!llc

-13-

should expect Eq. (2) to apply.

Finally, under the circumstance~

represented by 12, substantially higher densities than Nllpper are
.
accessible within one skin depth of the dens~ty jump.
If this transient model for describing the effective Fiupper is
correct, there should be a substantial change in the number of observed
visible and uv harmonics when the lascv risetime is chanq~rl. Fiqure 7
shows a series

of retraced oscillocjrams taken using the 5,()Gigahertz L~Is.

Alamos htr,clel
76 oscilloscope, and e Moletron model P-5(3O pyr(wl~(tric

detector18
light.

which looked at a b~amsplit portion of th~ Incident

It was found that lower laser intensity,

lar,el-

pul%t?s or lone

rhNihlP

in less than 16 hdrmonic~ ~fficientlv prnlll~:~llm

laser risetimes resulted

and short

fin the other hand, hiqh peak intm%iti (’z

ri%otiml’s prndurti:Ii

copious ql~slities
of harmonic 1iqht ~cror,s th~
the

two

cast?% whm?

WIT

ir~

vi%lhltl

pIIrt

lI~U

of

th?’

s;m(tr,;u,

If)

!1.
the p~ah incidpnt int!’ll<ltv
W,tr.! - ? ~ 11)

ti/Cm2, tht’ ;rise = 4?(lps prod~r~ll I@%% th,ln16 harmlullr<
efficiently, while th+’ :
E 1?5 p%
ri!,e

prnrll~l.~d mm,’

th.,n

4.1

h,?r”nw:!{.

@fflc!erltly.
StrPdk
Fluth the ]fIIaLi)n

th~ laser rlsetinw tml

Cmwa

ff,?td

iind

th~:stull~ inv,’1vlfl.1rhlcIIc’1,in

to %upport th~’arctummt% that ?r.~ng,i~n~dnn<itv

profil~ effects must hP inrludd

n,}flllrl~l,lr
if wo firet(:unrt~’rr.lan{l
th~~”.c)

phen~end.
conclusions
——
The existence of very
densities

steep

dmsity

profll~,.,and hicth uppvr ~h~lf

Imply that th~ COP laser rj~pnsit~ its ●nwqy

s~),~tiallyqu(tl’

clnse to the ablation surface where calculations Indicate that a hlqh
degree of

symetry

compression ratios.

must.exist in orchv to achiev~ th~ noross~r,y hiqh
Thus, encrqy transport prnv~dw

-14-

only llmlt~’d

improvement in the ablative symnetry over that achieved in the

irradiation <ymnetrym Current data suggests that a balance between
radiatinn pressure and hydrodynamic

pressure underestimates

to which the C02 laser light penetrates for earl.v times.

the density

However, the

balance condition Inaicates that in Hellos laser operational conditions,
the bulk of the deposited lasw

energy throuqh the resonance absorption

process is depnsit~d at densities at or above
Nd:glq;s

1021 e/cm3,

the

critics’1 dWISit.Y. This implies that s.ynwnetrizatlull
through

Lr.,nspnrt Shodld h~ similar for Cnq anr!Nd:qlass, if WP iqnnre hot
f
el(”ctrons. How?ver , ,111ddta for CO: is c(vlsistmt with all of tht’
aIISOI”IHI

la<~~r

(~f]~r~.y

firc,th~’inq rteposit~?dinto hnt cluctrnns,

si~~c~l

19
tl:DI
hnt ~1(’rtron ttmp~’rllflwr%Clll’z in P!r nmm’r!c;:l <lmt~ldtioll~, likl~

-l!)-

Instabilities:
, like, for example, stimulated Raman scattering. This
particular

instability also can cause super-hot electrons to be

produced.

To date, direct inferences of stimulated Raman scattering

through the preliminary observations of either half harmonic or high
half-integer harmouic light indicate that it can occur, but only under
special circumstances and then only nt very

low conversion efficiencies.

hch more work and understanding is required cm a!l of these
instabilities berause of their intimate connection to the enerqy
a!stribution functions for both the particles and thP x rays,

Sine.~ the

effective ranges for both particles dnd x rays aru (nergy ci~prn.h~nt,thv
effect on both synnwtry and nreheat of the tr.msportml ewrg.y hy thl~%~
carriers can be assessed onlmy if c(w~ct

di%t.rihutinn funrt inns ~nri

%cnlinq laws arp Inrludc(i in th(.’
crllrlll,ltion%,Th,I%, %tudips Whi Ctl lPJ(I

to an unclwstmlinq

and chmacterii’~t.i(m of th~s[’rli~,trihuti(mfunr.tion~,

firepssent.ifll. In particular, thl’ fllct that rfldill?
ion prll~~urr hlllllrlcl’
Ilndorp%timfit,(?%
th~ dmsily
thr timr %CP1O tor

to whi(:h thl’CO., rdliintioIlpw’fr[ltl’~t,whl 1P

the halarlc~~

rnnditi(m tIIfipply h,lr,
IMUSIIIIIIkN~IWn,

IIIIfi
to l.,II
IsO tnl) f[~wpllrti(lIW t!)1}11
ov~lr’hl~,lll~l!
,lf
probrwf rlllculfit
inns *.

tn
earl,y t.im~s, Furthrr work 011 th(’ vi~ihlr h~rmlmi(:s%hould IW ,1II1O
Pr(lviilf!

,111

ruv.~ss~ryinfnrm,ltim rvquirvd t.ncnrro(’!ly modl’1 t.hl%

thP

early-timn port.inrlof thv prnhlom,
chrly timrw, corroct mod~lirl[l
hrw
Thp

aut,tmr

wi%hos

?,(} think

Sirlco pr(Wol

i% inn’;
l dmnltqinf;fit

is vor.~ impt~rtlwltm

1{, (i(MlwiII,
C, Crfin! illan+ !\,Inr$luml

sev~rdl h~lpful diwu~$inn%, o~ WPI1 o’,tho Ilrlio%fitid
(lomlr~i
:rcw7,

ttm

tllr~vt

Uittrnfin
for their

fdmirat
h~’lp

inn

t~m,

in ol)t,fiininq

N, Clohoo Il.vnn HIIIK!PYII
t.ho ddlfi,

olm”~tion~.

antil’.

for
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TABLE

The self-focusing
P

critical

I

lengths calculated for

= 108 W and d = 50 Pm and 100 um.

~sF (100
m)

I (W/Cf#)
—.

ZSF(50 Mm)

1012

436 urn

872 urn

1013

138 urn

276 Pm

1014

49 Em

99 ~lm

1015

14 urn

28 urn

-lg.

Figure Captions
Fig. 1.

Compilation of data previously published in Ref. 4 and 5.
Presented is the relative harmonic conversion efficiency in the
backscatter direction normalized to laser light backscattered plotted versus harmonic number.
been held constant at

IA* - i016 W ~m2/cm2,

The parameter Ik2 h~s
Note the

similar behavior for both the 1 urn ana 10 ~m irradiation.
Fig. 2.

Visible harmonic spectra obtained

in C02 laser fusion experiments

at the Gemini and Helios laser facilities:
plane (CH2)X target at IL -5

(a) Gemini data for

x 1014 W/cm* showing the

16th through 20th harmonics prod~ced at the same conversion
efficiency,

(b) Helio. data for spherical (CH2)X coated BeCu

target at IL - 3 x 1016 W/cm2 showing the 16th through 27th
harmonics obtained in second order, as well as the 25th through
29th harmonics obtained

in the third order spectrum (weaker

satellites in Lhe left-4and portion of the spectrum).
Fig. 3.

X-ray pinhole camera photographs taken sirnultaneouslyby
50-um-diam pinhole doublet.
mm.

a ?5- and

The two pinholes are separated by - 1

The x-ray filtering leads to a peak sensitivity at - 1 keV.

The four sets of photographs were t.akelusing carhnn-wire tcirqets
under otherwise identical conditions, except (a) I -1014
(b) I -1.4
1 -2.3

x 1015 W/cm2, (c) I -4,3

x 1015 W/cm2.

w/Cln7

x 1015 W/cmp, and (d)

The direction of elongation

is parallel

to the target cylindrical axis indicating electron transport
towards the target holder.

The resolution-limited

x-ray sourc~s

are consistent with self-focusirlg of th~ incident C02 r~diation,
but the extended size of the x-ray image along the targrt axis alsn
suggests

that return-current

pinching could be occurring,

Fig. 4.

High resolutirm s~ectrum of 16th

harmonic obtained with a l.O-m

McPherson spectrograph at the Helios laser facility operated at 600
I,ote the two distinct frequency modulations

J/beam.

in the

spectrum.
Fig. 5

Spectra of self-focused
laser.

filament light created by a Nc!:glasz ps

The photographs were obtained by imaging the end of a 6 cm

cell containing various liquids onto the slit of a Spex 0.75-m
spectrograph with a magnification of 10:1.

The liquids were (a)

CS2 (b) toluene, (c) benzene, (d) nitrob~nzene, and (e) Hq
calibration lamp.

These spectra were taken from J. Reintjes, et.al.

(Ref. 12).
Fig. 6.

Sketch of the qualitative effect on the density profile expected at
peak laser irrJdiance as thp laser pulse risetime is c ?nqed from
very

short [1 to quite long 13.

The parameter ~ is meant t(.)

set an approximate spatial scale and is the laser skin depth,
Fig, 7.

76
Retraces of eiqht oscll logram: taken with the Los AlaInos M~l.lt?l
oscilloscope

(5.0 GHz bandwidth) and a Moletron P-!iOO p.yrot?lectric

detector which looked at a beamsplit poflt.ionof tho inciri(~ntla<~~r
light.

thle class c,f pulse shap~s and illlunsitips produc(’d t~ohigh

harmonics

while

the

other

class

producwl

copiou<

qu,~ntiti~s

of hiqh

harmonics.
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